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Also your real estate deserves the right attention.
Service guarantee.
We guarantee, in written form, to fulfill all agreed upon services to you to your
fullest satisfaction. We would pay a penalty if this was not the case.
Our concept: Performance.
We want to satisfy our customers by recognizing their situation and providing the right solutions.
We see our customers as partners with goals and expectations rather than consignors.
Agent for exclusive realty.
Especially with regard to high-priced real estate, a valuable network of contacts is of great
advantage. We are very good at doing our business discretely!
Cooperation.
We are continually in contact with lawyers, trustees, tax consultants, banks, family offices, etc.:
mediating buyers and sellers.
Billing of our services.
Fair and conform with the market.
We know the market.
Analasys of the situation: market; competition; chances; pricing; strategy and execution.
Database of prospective clients.
Naturally available! In a qualitative size that makes sense: of all potential buyers that suit the
criteria most definably for buying real estate in Greater Zug and elsewhere.
Free evaluations.
Naturally, as a matter of course for us.
Multilingual.
German, english, french + swiss-german. Viewings are also possible in other languages such as:
russian, Chinese, etc.
Availability.
We are also available on weekends and at off-hours. Prospective clients appreciate this.

Attendance from A-Z.
We will accompany you all the way up to the notarisation: contract, etc. We will also support you in
the organisation of any necessary renovations, property gains taxation, etc. You can count on our
valuable network of services in the various branches. Just as you can rely on our professional price
negotiations with prospective buyers.
Our promise.
To promise a great deal is no big deal! Deeds say more than a 1000 words. Get to know us. We
are convinced that we are the right estate agents for you.
You are ready.
You are ready to sell your property. And you are ready to consider each and every aspect and make
the right decisions for a successful sale. You expect professional support from A - Z within the scope
of the sales process. In short: you are ready to act efficiently and you are ready to choose a good
agent.
Your willingness to take on these concerns, makes for a solid foundation for the sale of your house,
your apartment or your land.
We are also ready. Ready to meet up with you and to share our experience, our references and to
report about our established, proactive work. Take advantage of our readiness and contact us noncommittingly to find out about a possible collaboration with us.

We are in contact with a steadily growing
network.

Be it a residence, mansion, house, flat or
even land: we will help you on your way.

There's no reward for not being busy! We're
well aware of that.

We see ourselves as swift fish, not as
sluggish carp!
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